COMPANY
OVERVIEW

YOUR FUTURE TODAY.

INTRODUCTION

e4 IS A SOFTWARE BUSINESS SPECIALISING IN DIGITALISATION.
Focused on software as a service, e4 leverages technology to completely transform customer processes. As one of the pioneers of
digitalisation in South Africa, e4 has used their experience to build on, and create a solid foundation as a leading digital transformation
specialist. Digital enablement is core to who we are and what we do, but alongside this and as important is client satisfaction, which
has ensured our success as a fintech business over the last 20 years.
What we do necessitates a high degree of trust, built through authentic and solid client relationships, established by exceptional
output over the years. Through solid partnerships we have been able to produce and offer our clients world class bespoke, innovative
solutions that suit their individual needs, like no other service provider within the South African fintech arena.

WHAT MAKES e4 DIFFERENT
Our rapid growth from a small to a medium size business has come without compromise of our unique functionality as a team.
An unwavering dedication to collaborative effort ensures client service and satisfaction is at our company’s core.

The name e4, derived from the most popular opening move in chess, puts the
player in an immediate position of strength, exactly where we find ourselves
after 20 years in the digitialisation game.
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OUR TEAM
The Executive team brings with it a wealth of knowledge and two decades of experience, along with a plethora of lessons in
software development and value creation. Understanding the complexity of a digital journey and together with a firm grasp of the
current and potential role of technology, our team recognizes the value of not only e4’s technology, but also its approach.
Understanding digital transformation, and ensuring a constant flow of successful diversification, using and repurposing our earlystage technology to develop solutions that address different industries and adjacent geographies have driven years of success.
The team draws on lessons learnt over its last 20 years, and through this has firmly entrenched e4’s position at the center of
numerous transactional ecosystems and in doing so, enhanced the value creation across a much broader spectrum for many years
to come. The e4 Group is made up of over 200 employees, with rapid growth across divisions to ensure the best of breed when
it comes to our services and support.

GRANT PHILLIPS
Chief Executive Officer

FIKILE SIBIYA

ADRI FÜHRI

SIMON SLATER

Chief Information Officer

Chief Financial Officer

Chief Operations Officer

IAN BAYNE
Managing Executive
Proptech

NIK STEFFNY

GRANT CHRISTIANSON

Chief Commercial Officer

Group Legal Advisor &
Company Secretary

CLIVE BREDENKAMP
IT Executive

BUSINESS CULTURE
e4 prides itself on having a disciplined organisational culture, aimed at being comfortable with change, always ready to pivot when
required. Becoming accustomed to change and addressing our clients’ needs head-on is critical as a leading digital transformation
specialist. It allows all teams across the Group in our various divisions, the ability to diversify when necessary and looking forward
allows to plan a strategic road-map, as the industries we work in evolve daily.
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WHO WE ARE

OUR VALUES

EXCELLENCE

OPENNESS

INTEGRITY

PASSION

AUTHENTIC

OUR VISION
Join us in the digital future. Our vision is to be the most advanced company in business digitalisation,
consistently delivering innovations that allow our lifelong partners to exceed industry standards, thrive in the
ever-evolving digital world, and achieve their own business goals.

OUR MISSION
Our mission is to harness technology to create innovative solutions that move industries forward, faster.

Across divisions we offer extensive and unique digitally inspired capabilities. Working across the financial services, data
and legal sectors, e4 understands the intricate requirements in these sectors to effectively assist clients to manage their
businesses through digitalisation.

CORE CAPABILITIES

eSIGNATURES

PROCESS
AUTOMATION

MIS & BI

PLATFORMS

AUTHENTICATION

DATA

DOCUMENT
MANAGEMENT
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e4’s SERVICE OFFERINGS

Working hand in hand with our clients as partners to solve complex challenges that inevitably arise across industries due to the fastdeveloping digital landscape, is what makes us tick as a business and drives our robust team to deliver only the very best in software.
Our support services have been put in place to do just that to ensure we can assist at every point through a clients digital journey.

CONVEYANCING PLATFORMS
ATTORNEY MANAGEMENT
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
HOME LOANS

ON-BOARDING PLATFORM

FULFILLMENT PLATFORM

Banks are using these services at a
retail level, to on-board clients digitally
- also in our MortgageMe platform.

Future services / applications
for our PROPTECH banking and
attorney clients.
CURRENT

APPLICANT VERIFICATION
INCOME VERIFICATION

DATA SWITCHING

DOCUMENTS

PROCESS AUTOMATION

eSIGNING

REPORTING

MOBILE APP DEVELOPMENT

DOCUMENTS

DATA SOURCING

DATA SOURCING
CUSTOMER KYC VERIFICATION
NEW
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
& DATA ANALYTICS
AUTOMATED DOCUMENT
VALIDATION ( + RPA )
eSIGNING WITH VIRTUAL
IDENTITY (REMOTE VIDEO)

E4 GOVERNANCE

FUTURE
ATTORNEY
PERFORMANCE

PANEL COMPLIANCE
MANAGEMENT

DEED OFFICE
INTEGRATION

CLOUD MIGRATION AND
eDRS INTEGRATION
BLOCKCHAIN
(EG SMART CONTACTS)
AI / MACHINE LEARNING
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DIVISIONS

Starting out as a Proptech business, e4 has grown extensively over the years and evolved across various growth verticals,
expanding its capabilities. Our approach assures focused delivery.

PROPTECH

DATA

REGTECH

PLATFORMS

INTERNATIONAL

Through our dedicated and well-focused divisions, we aim to offer a broadened solution
stack to an ever increasing yet diversified audience.
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PROPTECH
The Proptech division provides conveyancing and technology expertise through digital platforms, supporting all industry
players involved in the fulfillment of the property life cycle. The Proptech division services both our banking clients and the
conveyancing attorneys.

TRANSFERS

BONDS

Document
Generation

Workflow

Document
Generation

PROSIGN

Electronic
Signing

Attorney
Workflow

Signature
Authentication

Electronic Signing
of Guarantee

TRANSFERTRACKER

Tracking

Workflow of
the Guarantee
Process

Creation of
Document

CANCELLATIONS

Document
Automatic Document
Management
Verification

BONDTRACKER

Accounting
Integration

GUARANTEEEXCHANGE

STORDOC

Document
Upload

DEEDS

Workflow

Inflation of
Instructions

BI/MIS

Dashboard
Summary

Insight into
Property industry

Deeds Office
Verification

Deeds Office
Workflow

VALUENET

DEEDSCANNER

Evaluation of
Commercial
Property
Management

Optimisation

SUNDRIES

STORTALITY

Post Registration
Management

Performance
Report

COMPLIANCEHUB

External Panel
Management

Compliance
Requirements
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PROPTECH: PRODUCTS

This online solution uses logic and technology to effortlessly
guide the user through the transfer process. An intelligent
workflow, based on real industry insights, makes a complex
series of steps simple. It also integrates with rates councils,
SARS and estate agent portals.

Bonds is a complete third-party vendor package which
succinctly facilitates all bond instruction processes. The
solution manages every step of the home loan process,
from receiving instructions and drafting bond documents,
to lodgment with the Deeds Office.

Deeds electronically connects corresponding attorneys
to lodging agents anywhere in South Africa. Using our
mobile DeedScanner application, lodging agents can
provide live progress on matters as they progress through
the Deeds Office.

This value-added product can be used alongside Deeds
to electronically share matter progress through scanning
Deeds Office barcodes. Lodging agents are now able to
update live transactions, with immediate progress updates
on matters as they progress through the Deeds Office.

With the help of ValueNet, banks can electronically instruct
commercial property valuers to carry out valuations
systematically. The platform streamlines the evaluation
process, simplifying business-to-business relations.

Offering an electronic signing of guarantee, workflow
that involves the full guarantee process and creation of
documentation.

Documents can be electronically signed by customers
and law firms using ProSign and a signing pad or tablet.
These documents can easily be uploaded to our StorDoc
solution, eliminating the need for document scanning,
and further speeding up the home loan process.

BankCancellations is a service platform that enables
cancelling banks to instruct cancelling attorneys to facilitate
a consent to cancel a bond. The cancelling attorney can also
share cancellation figures with the transferring attorney
and upload the confirmation of guarantees provided.

PROPTECH PRODUCTS CONTINUED
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PROPTECH: PRODUCTS

StorDoc is a FICA and document management solution.
It offers secure scanning, document certificate signing
(electronic original) and the enforcement of all FICA and
document rules in the system.

This service offers post registration Management for
the end user.

Stortality, a performance report solution that allows
users to manage their staff performance proactively
and reduce rejections on StorDoc.

Offers the end user an external panel management system,
with built in compliance requirements.

Enables client to see a full overview in one snapshot into the
property industry, a dashboard summary through the use of
one application.

This allows the client to have full access into tracking the
Transfer workflow, keeping the client updated at all points
in the process.

We’ve made the bond tracking process a breeze for conveyancers and their clients with an on-the-go mobile app which tracks
the progress of a bond. Now, both parties can stay in the loop by tracking their bond paperwork from start to registration.
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DATA
The Data division is focused on aggregation and selling of various types of data, covering a vast number of data sources
and providing clients with information on property, individuals, companies, credit and vehicles. We supply data to various
industries for the purposes of onboarding, property transactions, KYC and information verification.

SEARCHSHOP

Credit Profiles

Property
Information
and Valuations

Proof of Residence

Trust Data

Change data to
Data Aggregation

Contact Information
Confirmation

Company Data

Induvidual
Data

Identity
Verification

Employment
Confirmation
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DATA: PRODUCTS

SearchWorks, a central and secure web-based information portal.
Enabling professionals within the business sector to perform
various live data searches with real time results. This platform
provides users with the most current information available.

SearchWorks Plus is a solution where search results from multiple
sources are combined into a custom report to integrate into your
systems via a REST API. All searches are done ‘LIVE’ to avoid
supplying information that is outdated and charged on a per
search basis.

Providing consumers with convenient and safe sources of
data to assist in making educated decisions on investments,
i.e. car, home, employee.

Aides with confirming the latest available employment
data of an individual/consumer during the onboarding
or verification process. This service allows our clients
to verify that the employment data as supplied by the
individual/consumer is accurate. The service makes use
of multiple sources of data and compares the employer
name as supplied by the individual/consumer with data
records from various sources, including Credit Bureau
and Government Organisations.

REALRES
Assists with confirming the latest available contact
telephone numbers of an individual/consumer during
the onboarding or verification process. This service
allows our clients to verify that the contact numbers
as supplied by the individual/consumer is accurate.
The service makes use of multiple sources of data and
compares the telephone as supplied by the individual/
consumer with data records from various sources,
including various Credit Bureaus

A service that assists with verifying the address of an
individual/consumer during the onboarding or verification
process. This service allows our clients to verify that an
address supplied by an individual/consumer is correct. The
service makes use of multiple sources of data and compares
the address as supplied by the individual/consumer with
data records from various sources, including Credit Bureaus
and Deeds Office Data.
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REGTECH
The Regtech division focuses on the management and delivery of regulatory processes within the financial industry through technology.
The main functions of Regtech includes regulatory monitoring, reporting and compliance through automation and digitisation.

PROOF OF RESIDENCE
SERVICES
Address
Verification

Affordibility
CREDIT APPLICATION
SERVICES

SECURE STATEMENT
EXTRACTION

Income
Confirmation

IDENTITY VERIFICATION
SERVICES

SELF SERVICE ID
VERIFICATION

ASSISTED ID
VERIFICATION

Liveness
Detection

Agent-Based
Video-conferencing

Document
Verification

Facial Biometric
Matching

Home Affairs
Verification

Identity
De-duplication
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REGTECH: PRODUCTS

REALRES
By instantly generating a legitimate digital proof of residence document, RealRes eliminates one of the biggest barriers to
onboarding and authenticating a new customer. With only an identification number and physical address, RealRes is able to
verify the persons residence, by allowing institutions to access address date via integration from a wide range of sources. Data
aggregations and a sophisticated rules engine with algorithms compare declared addresses to existing records at various
sources. Once results appear, the system creates a proof of address record for a customer as a PDF for digital storage.

This innovative solution scans bank statements or a direct data input to instantly aggregate and report on all sources of income
for credit applicants. Within seconds the institution can determine if the customer qualifies for a loan.

Loan Potential is able to provide an individual or business
with an entire banking footprint across multiple banks,
offering a deep view of all income and expenses. Now
lenders and payment providers can increase their decision
accuracy with a complete, real time view of every customers’
financial position, and simplify the credit application process
for customers.

Virtual Identity allows your customers to complete the FICA and
RICA process remotely, within minutes. The platform connects
clients to institutions through a face-to-face video conferencing
link, whereby two people can communities via a web browser
or mobile app, as if in the same room. A facial biometric is
performed to verify the identity of a person. Two images of the
person are matched up to produce a confidence score.
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PLATFORMS
The Platforms division creates an ecosystem that allows for digital exchange, bringing people and organisations together in one
place where they can interact with one another.
An innovative online bond aggregator platform offering consumers a fully digitised home loan application process, enabling tech
savvy home buyers to successfully complete an application in record-time. MortgageMe automates tailored submissions to the
country’s major banks and lenders on a prospective property buyers’ behalf ensuring that the customer experience of applying
for home finance is both simple and frictionless, promising full transparency between the applicant and banks at offer stage.

Fully Digital credit
application Platform

RegTech Services

Fully integrated via
switch to 4 banks

B2B integration
(distribution Channel)

INTERNATIONAL
The International division drives e4’s global footprint by leveraging off our expertise for new markets abroad. We have seen
significant potential in Robotic Process Automation (RPA) and broader Artificial Intelligence (AI) adoption, and we have begun
a journey in investing in these capabilities to. With a solid and capable developer resource base in Mauritius we are able to
support and deliver on new project initiatives. Most recently significant progress is being made in the UK mortgage lending and
conveyancing industry.

UNITED KINGDOM

NAMIBIA

SOUTH AFRICA

MAURITIUS
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SUPPORT SERVICES

e4’s SUPPORT SERVICES

ACADEMY

SUPPORT

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES
(IT PROJECTS)

IDENTITY
& ACESS
MANAGEMENT

RISK
MANAGEMENT

B-BBEE COMMITMENTS
As a company, we strive to deliver on our B-BBEE (Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment) commitments. The numerous
projects worked on over the last few years have been exceptionally heart-warming, and have without doubt changed lives and built
enthusiasm for technology.
Our healthy corporate B-BBEE policies are applied across all areas of our business – from staff structures and recruitment practices
to training policies and leadership programmes.
Our BEE committee, made up of 14 staff members, meets regularly, to address issues and new projects, as well as to monitor existing
ones. We have been witness to the most incredible outcomes of our projects and we look forward to adding to our list of activities
as we continue on our B-BBEE journey. e4 is currently a Level 3 contributor. For our B-BBEE certificate or further information please
contact Robyn Backworth-Judge, Group Marketing Manager – 011 731 8238 | robyn@e4.co.za.
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OUR CLIENTS
Our work with leading financial institutions remains key to what we do and who we are as an organisation. We view these
institutions as partners, not clients, with whom we’ve developed a 20-year strategic partnership. Over and financial institutions we
work with retail groups, municipalities, credit bureaus as well as 2000 law firms, and counting, across the country.

+200 Attorneys | 100s of Municipalities
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A BRIEF HISTORY
2000
e4 started by two attorneys. Standard Bank = first client, with
“Data Switch” for home loans, followed by FNB.
2003
Acquired reginet, serving ABSA homeloans.
Most conveyancing law firms using e4.
2006
Credit Business grows substantially via EWC. Record months
for volumes (up to 56,00 bonds in one month).
2008
Restructuring and major push for solution diversification.

2009
Acquired SearchWorks business in Cape Town.
2011
Stordoc goes live with ABSA.
2013
Stordoc goes live with SBCA. Investec signs with e4.
2014
Merging of separate entities into one and e4 brand launched.

2016
Management buy out supported by new investors.

2018
Regtech division created.
2019
e4’s platform business started.

2020
Every major mortgage lender and every conveyancer
now using e4’s services.
2021
Continue to focus on growth and the future strategic roadmap.
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MAKE US YOUR
STRATEGIC PARTNER
Let’s walk this digital journey together. Our services are customisable, extensive and inclusive. By choosing e4, you will partner
with a team who are ready to tackle your digital challenges, while improving efficiency and bottom-line results.
For more information visit www.e4.co.za or email sales@e4.co.za
KEY CONTACTS TO CHAT TO:

GRANT PHILLIPS

NIK STEFFNY

Chief Executive Officer

Chief Commerial Officer

•
•

•
•
•

Group Strategy
Business Management

Business Development
International Business Growth
Strategic Growth

SIMON SLATER

IAN BAYNE

Chief Operations Officer

Managing Director Proptech
•
Financial Accountability
•
Business Development
•
Relationship Management

•
•
•

Overall Operations of the Business
Drive Key Strategic Initiatives
International Focus – UK

CARLA DE ABREU

CLIVE BREDENKAMP

Business Development

IT Executive

•
•
•

•
•
•

Industry Expertise
Portfolio Growth
New Products

Technology
Solution Architecture
Product Development

ANDREA TUCKER

SAMEER KUMANDAN

Head OF RegTech & Platforms

Managing Director Searchworks

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Business Development
Relationship Management
Business Analyst – New Products
Portfolio Growth
Product Development

JOHANNESBURG
55 6th Road
Hyde Park
Johannesburg
2196

DURBAN
420 Island Office Park
35 Island Circle Drive
Riverhorse Valley
Durban
4051

Financial Accountability
Business Development
Relationship Management

CAPE TOWN
Suite G01
Waterview 2
Waterview Close
Century City
7441

OUR OFFICES
MAURITIUS
4th Floor
Ebene Skies
Rue de L’institut
Ebene

NAMIBIA
12th floor, Sanlam Centre
145-157 Independence Avenue
Windhoek
Namibia
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